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In today's world of digitised commerce, 

convenience is currency.



Only retailers who can offer streamlined, 

personalised and engaging shopping experiences 

taste success in today's marketplace filled with 

fierce competition and ever-evolving customer 

expectations. Retailers need to ensure they tap 

into the global shopper base in a way that is 

memorable for the customer and profitable for 

the brand—a task that gets complex when the 

demand and website traffic is high, especially on 

big days like the New Year’s sale.



To devise such a strategy, retailers need to 

acknowledge one thing: no matter how big or 

small, every purchase is crucial. And every 

experience needs to be convenient.


Introduction

Every Purchase Is Precious

Retailers often tend to think of sales in terms of 

seasons and festivals. But for the end customers, 

personal occasions are even more significant.



How?



Consider these cases. 


Dinesh has saved up for 4 months to gift his wife 

Monica a designer bag for their seventh 

anniversary. In a different town, Vikas, a father of 

two sons, is making his first online purchase. He is 

buying a laptop for his 19-year-old son who is 

about to go off to college. In a different part of 

the country, Tanya is buying an electric shaver kit 

as a birthday present for her soon-to-be thirteen 

kid, Aryan.
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Days of thought and hours of research have gone into these purchases. For the buyers, these are not 

monetary transactions but are ideas that have consumed these customers for weeks or months.



If after all this effort a customer chose your store to make the purchase, it is a privilege that is 

imperative for you to honor. It is also an opportunity to win the customer’s trust by making his/her 

buying experience fast, fluid, secure and fun.


Now that we have established why every purchase matters, it begs the question: can every purchase be 

perfected?



Right from the moment customers engage with your website / store to explore products with the intent 

of purchasing, they set in motion the need for a meticulous retail cycle. In order to make the most of 

every purchase a customer makes, the brand must focus on winning the consumer’s trust. To discover 

the true potential of a sale, a brand must embark on a journey of introspection, improvement, and 

innovation.



In this eBook, we will reveal four essentials for retail success, summarizing how they impact the retail life 

cycle—and the consumer—and how Tata Communications, as an ecosystem enabler, can open new 

avenues for growth for your retail business.


Perfecting The Purchase
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The Roadblocks To Customer Engagement

Before we move to how you can transform customer engagement, let us talk about the things that can 

prevent the sale from going through at this point in time. The challenges that can put you at a severe 

disadvantage in the first phase of the retail cycle itself include:
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How to create a fluid website commerce experience including product 

videos, demos, etc., delivered seamlessly across a variety of devices in the 

most optimized manner for each device, especially during high demands

How to enable assisted buying experiences for customers looking for expert 

guidance


No true omnichannel experience, resulting in poor brand recall and credibility



Delivering an inconsistent customer service, resulting from fragmented customer 

data and interactions



When Intent Meets Platform

Customer engagement transformation

For buyers, purchases aren't merely monetary 
transactions but ideas that have consumed them 
for weeks or even months. They save up their hard-
earned money and spent time on research, before 
finalizing your brand. Every purchase is precious.

The story of a sale starts with intent and culminates 


with the supply chain. It begins when a customer lands 

on to your website with an intent to find a product.





Once the customer has landed on your website, it is the experience you deliver that will determine 

whether a customer chooses to transact with you now and again in the future.





In order to earn the customer’s business, you must deliver a rich, optimized website experience, offer 

an assisted buying option with access to product experts, provide lag-free demos/videos, and ensure 

reliable customer service enabled by customer service agents. While doing so can be manageable for 

one customer or ten, it can be difficult to do so when hundreds or even thousands of customers are 

shopping on your website simultaneously during, let's say, the annual sale.



How can you make sure your platform can deliver all this to the customer?



The answer lies in customer engagement transformation.
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A suite of programmable communications services delivering a business grade, programmable voice, 

messaging and email communications platform as a service (CPaaS). Our customers can leverage Tata 

Communications messaging, voice and network capabilities, integrate our network capabilities into 

their own applications and use Tata Communications APIs to quickly deploy custom workflows giving 

their end customers secure access to an array of service options, including mobile apps, web apps and 

other web-based services.



The portfolio encompasses programmable Voice and Messaging services along with a Visual Design 

Tool. Additional pre-built applications include Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA), Auto-Attendant, IVR, 

Call Queuing and Number Masking.

Our suite of CCaaS solutions includes InstaCC, InstaCC Global and Tata Communications Contact Centre 

powered by Cisco Webex and Amazon Connect by Tata Communications enabling seamless global 

business coverage with adherence to local regulations, delightful customer and employee experience  

tailored offering as per customer needs and improved TCO for the customer that ensures delightful 

experience delivered anytime and every time across the globe.

Communications Platform-as-a-Service


CCaaS provides omni-channel communications to deliver seamless, personalised, and secure 

experiences using voice,  and virtual collaboration for your sales agent to connect with customers and 

provide product demos, features and collaborate internally. They  help in providing delightful QoS to 

employees and customers through  agent assist, co-browsing, skill based routing , 360-degree 

customer view with tight integration from of leading CRM , ITSM & WFM providers , consistent 

customer experience across channels Voice , Chat bots, SMS , WhatsApp and tight integration with 

collaboration tolls such as Microsoft Teams. 



Contact Center as a Service

Driving Customer Engagement Transformation, For Your Big Day, Every Day!

With digital solutions catered towards improving site performance, on-site experience, and cross-

platform experiences, Tata Communications ensures your brand solves all these challenges with:


























Designed to facilitate accelerated, secure, and efficient content distribution, our content delivery 

network amplifies end users’ virtual experiences with image optimization, data security, video content 

delivery, and acceleration services. Tata Communications' CDN helps to render rich website content 

fast, keeping prospects and customers engaged and improving the end-user experience.

Content Delivery Network 




This is how the retailer compensated for the shortfall in footsteps by building omnichannel, integrated 

experience.
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Learn More

Usecase: Personalized Omnichannel Customer Experience

A retailer is looking for compensating the shortfall in footsteps at their respective stores  by building 
omni channel integrated experience.


Prospect searches for product info on 
various digital sources integrated with 
CPaaS during the exploratory phase


Customers browsing website from home 
while mitigating the risk of DDoS attacks


Tata Communications’ enabling technologieÃ
½ CCaaS & CPaaS SolutionÃ
½ Content Delivery NetworkÃ
½ Global SIÕ
½ Managed Security Services


Enhanced website experience with 
high quality product demos with 
our content delivery network


One-click live agent 
assistance for customers 
with skill-based routing


Live video session with specialists 
to understand product features 
using our contact centre platform


High quality video enabled virtual meetings 
along with a scheduler for product demos 
integrated with  solution
CPaaS

https://www.tatacommunications.com/retail/customer-engagement-transformation/?UTM_campaign=Retail&UTM_content=RetailEbook


The Impact? A Phenomenal Day, Every Day For The Consumer!

With a website that is performant and a contact center that works tirelessly to help tailor the 

experience, the customer begins his journey with a positive note, receiving assistance from the 

get-go and being engaged across platforms.


With Tata Communications as your trusted partner, you gain:

The capability for quick, effective query management
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The flexibility to support traffic spikes during discount sales, festival, and 

holiday seasons to ensure excellent customer experience 


On-demand, personalised, and real-time connect with sales agents, for a 


product demo 

Improved average wait and handle time resulting in better productivity for 

employees and delightful QoS for customers

Cloud communication platform for streamline operations and cost reduction



When Great Experiences Meet Scale

The Roadblocks to Digital Agility

The story continues as the customer inches closer 


to the sale, now being assisted by your website's features.



The word has caught on about your brand, thanks to your marketing efforts. And it is an occasion—

maybe a sale, or a festival. It is your big day. Now, you have multiple scenarios like this running 

simultaneously. Imagine a herd of fifty people rushing in through the door. Now, increase that 

number several fold, put them on your website and you have a problem. You must be able to 

manage all these interactions effectively, simultaneously, and with relevant engagement. You need 

to support high demands digitally with your infrastructure. All that data flowing in must be 

managed securely and you need more storage capacity as well.




High demand might be a challenge for multiple stages of the retail lifecycle. However, it is crucial to 

understand what high demands mean for your digital infrastructure, and what hurdles you face while 

on the road to agility. The most common ones include the following:


Agile digital infrastructure
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How can you set up a digital infrastructure that can support such scenarios 

without crashes and experience personalization at scale? 



The answer lies in an agile digital infrastructure.

Maintaining the security of customer data and transactions to ensure 

secured purchases

Lack of a scalable environment that facilitates targeted promotions, 

cross-sell and upsell

Enabling cost-effective and scalable connectivity for pop-up stores

Setting up new stores critical to expanding the retail footprint with 

expedited time to market and revenue

The management of an ecosystem of fast-growing data & applications that 

leads to operational complexity and security loopholes

If your marketing efforts succeed in 
bringing you huge traffic and your digital 
infrastructure can't handle it, you don't 
just lose money. You lose customer trust, 
brand value, and a chance at capturing 
repeat customers.



Building a Sustainable, Agile Digital Infrastructure, for Your Big Day, 
Every Day!

With digital solutions catered towards creating a digital infrastructure that is agile enough to handle 

the demands of today's competitive marketplace, Tata Communications ensures your brand solves all 

these challenges with:

Tata Communications’ IZO™ Cloud Platform & Services offer a best-in-class, one-stop-shop cloud 

solution that meets your business needs. At the same time it provides a unified cloud experience, 

securely orchestrating your customers’ journey to any form of cloud.



The platform helps you deliver the smooth experience customers expect at every digital touchpoint. 

It also reduces unplanned downtime by up to 95% and boosts productivity by automating routine IT 

tasks including software patch scheduling. Plus, it deploys compute and storage resources faster in 

an agile manner to seize new opportunities, enables enterprises to create a seamless disaster 

recovery solution –and much more.



Let IZO™ Private Cloud manage all your business-critical workloads with full control and security. 

Wave goodbye to vendor lock-in and instead experience hybrid and multi-cloud seamlessly with 

IZO™ Managed Cloud for AWS/Azure/GCP. Archive long-term files and enjoy on-demand retrieval 

with our simple, secure and reliable IZO™ Cloud Storage. Sharpen customer engagement by 

modernising non-cloud native applications with IZO™ Cloud Containers and achieve higher levels of 

monitoring and control with our unified interface IZO™ Cloud Command.


Every digital infrastructure needs reliable 

and secure connectivity. As leader in 

network services, with experience in 

running 30% of the world’s internet routes 

and recognized by Gartner 8 years in a row 

as the Global leader in network services, 
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we have solutions to cater to 

all your connectivity needs. 

IZO™ Cloud Platform and Services

Agile Network Connectivity



Tata Communications IZO™ SDWAN solution ensures secure connectivity, application performance, 

visibility and control, deployment flexibility; all while reducing the overall TCO for the enterprise. With 

this, enterprises can manage a secure network transformation through a unified experience 

platform.



It is a platform-based managed service that helps enterprises across the entire SDWAN lifecycle from 

network design, delivery to on-going network management & optimization – supported by our Day 

0,1,2 methodology. With IZO™ SDWAN, enterprises will -


Our global IZO™ Internet WAN is an Internet-based WAN service that 

gives you the security, flexibility and predictability of a private network, 

with the global reach of the Internet. Solution you can expect predictable 

routing, consistent network performance, end-to-end Service Level 

Agreements (SLAs) and reporting regardless of the locations of the users 

and applications, it allows you to deploy a hybrid network and reduce 

network cost of ownership by up to 30%.

IZO™ PRIVATE CONNECT links your business to 

cloud services over MPLS or Ethernet through one 

single provider globally to ensure network 

performance. Through global agreements with 

Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, Office 

365, Google, IBM, Salesforce, Alibaba and Oracle, 

SAP and Tata Communications’ IZO™ Private 

Connect, it delivers guaranteed throughput and 

availability, with Service Level Agreements (SLAs), 

and consistent network performance across the 

world’s leading private cloud providers.

Our high-performance, easily scalable Hadoop 

platform is suited for Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning (ML). 

These capabilities allow you to store and process 

data effectively and help users to find the product 

they need quickly, without having to go through 

multiple options via static searches. These 

capabilities also help you decipher data to analyze 

and predict the buying behavior of customers.
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Achieve guaranteed network performance with consistent security

Get a scalable best-fit solution with agile network architecture

Experience seamless transformation using zero-risk delivery methodology


IZO™ SDWAN 

IZO™ Internet WAN

IZO™ Private Connect Hadoop platform



The infographic illustrates interconnectivity between different solutions like IZO™ Managed Cloud Platform, IZO™ 

Private Connect, IZO™ SDWAN, and IZO™ Internet WAN and how it helps retailers to unlocking unprecedented agility.
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Learn More

Usecase: Agile, Secured and Compliant Digital Infrastructure 

A retail store wants to build secure, scalable, and agile digital infrastructure to cater high seasonal 
demands while understanding the purchase behavior of customer using big data analytics.


Tata Communications Technologies©
¨ IZO™ Cloud Solution®
¨ IZO™ Private Connec¹
¨ Network and Cloud securit�
¨ IZO™ SDWA�
¨ IZO™ Internet WAN

Interconnected stores and warehouses 


Global Dedicated Ethernet


Secured network 
connectivity to public cloud


¨ IZO™ Managed Clou�
¨ IZO™ Private Connect


Network and 
Cloud security

Big Data

Hadoop 
platform 

https://www.tatacommunications.com/retail/agile-digital-infrastructure/?UTM_campaign=Retail&UTM_content=RetailEbook


The Impact? A Profitable Day, Every Day For The Platform!

With a digital infrastructure that is agile and ever ready to handle high demands, the story of the 

sales moves forward smoothly, irrespective of how many users are on the website.
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With Tata Communications as your trusted partner, you gain:

Interconnected stores and warehouses to support traffic spikes

Secured network connectivity to the public cloud

Quickly set up, expand and reduce time to market through secure, compliant digital 

infrastructure


Seamlessly scale your infrastructure for high performance and self-service 

capabilities

24*7 security management and support



When Demand Meets Supply

Taking the story further, we now have high seasonal traffic that your digital infrastructure is able to 

cater to. Now, the pressure is on for your warehouse to be able to adapt to the high demands.


It is the new year’s sale and what you wished for about is becoming a potential problem—there are 

hundreds of customers interested in your products. The number on the cart is increasing rapidly and 

now you are at the end cycle of the sale stage—the close.



You have multiple platforms and all of them are being engaged at the same time. This day is a big 

day for your brand—and also for every single customer deciding to make a purchase during the sale. 

Your website is set up well to manage the spike and your infrastructure is secure enough for 

transactions—but can your warehouses cope? 



The answer lies in how you prepared months ago, and if your stores and warehouses are 

interconnected to predict, coordinate, and execute well.


Interconnectivity between the store and the warehouse is the key to planning ahead and maintaining 

operational efficiency in worst-case scenarios. However, retailers encounter the following key 

challenges while building such a system.

The Roadblocks To Interconnectivity
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Interconnected warehouses

A secure network infrastructure to interconnect stores and warehouses and 

linking stores with the data center storage location is hard to attain

A lack of agility in setting up a temporary retail facility during festival & holiday 

seasons to handle the sales spikes with tech-enabled applications and devices

The lack of a reliable storage solution that could help in maintaining stock and 

storing orders, invoices, payment receipts, details, etc.

How well your warehouses keep up with the fluctuating 
demands of tomorrow depends on how well you prepared 
yesterday. The platform, the store, and the warehouse 
needs to work in sync to unlock retail success.



Interconnecting Warehouses, For Your Big Day, Every Day!

With solutions dedicated to providing advanced network capabilities to interconnect the store, data 

center, and warehouse, we at Tata Communications make sure your business is able to handle sales 

spikes with tech-enabled applications, devices, and smart analytics.

Get reliable, secure network infrastructure to 

interconnect stores and warehouses and even link 

them with the data centers. Get unmatched 

coverage and flexibility with services available 

across 190+ countries through our 200+ direct 

PoPs, extended coverage through strategic 

partner PoPs with rapid deployment options, 

usage based billing and dedicated and seamless 

high-speed access to 10 major global cloud 

platforms like Amazon Web Services, Microsoft 

Azure, Alibaba Cloud and  Google Cloud 

platforms. 

Tata Communications MOVE™  enables around-the-world access to mobile voice, SMS, and data 

anywhere, anytime. It provides seamless mobile connectivity with unrestrained access to your 

applications improving productivity of your purchase departments and the overall operations. Facilitate 

lean inventory management due to automated stock replenishment, by sharing data and instances with 

vendors quickly and consistently. It also helps in real-time SKU monitoring for quick on-shelf 

replenishment

In times of demand spikes, your warehouses might 

need to expand—or to set up temporary facilities. 

For such a case, we offer networking services with 

cellular-based connectivity which is quick to 

deploy at any site and offers better uptime 

performance as there is always another network 

to switch to if needed.  Since several processes 

(and robotics) depend on no-latency and real-

time services, the network services caters to all 

your demands well.
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Global VPN (GVPN) Mobile Network Connectivity 

Tata Communications MOVE™  Connect 



The infographic depicts how retailers leveraged our solutions like Tata Communications MOVE™ to gain 

more connectivity, facilitate automated stock replenishment, and even enhance the in-store experience.
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Learn More

Usecase: Interconnected Warehouse Management

A retail store wants to automate inventory management and needs secure network infrastructure to 
connect its store and warehouse.


Lean inventory management with automated 
stock replenishment with seamless connectivity


Retail Mart

Temporary Retail Facility


Global Dedicated Ethernet
Network Connectivity (GVPN)


Tata Communications Technologiesç
æ MOVE™ SIM Connecú
æ Network Connectivity (GVPN)


MOVE™

MOVE™

https://www.tatacommunications.com/retail/warehouse-management/?UTM_campaign=Retail&UTM_content=RetailEbook


The Impact? A Sorted Day, Every Day For The Warehouse!

With interconnected stores and warehouses, lean inventory management, and SKU monitoring, every 

day becomes a sorted one for your warehouse teams, allowing you to ensure you never run out of 

stock, push sales more confidently with an SKU you can trust, and manage operations smoothly.
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With Tata Communications as your trusted partner, you gain:

High uptime, ability to manage demand spikes, resulting in better customer 

experience

Real-time SKU monitoring for quick on-shelf replenishment and increase 

productivity of purchase

Consistent in-store customer experience, customized advertisements, security 

monitoring, and data gathering

Private network options for total control over large warehouse complexes and 

shopping malls

Secure, versatile, scalable and reliable connectivity to cater for evolving 

applications.



When Logistics Meets Expectations

The Roadblocks To Delivery

The perfect delivery is made up of a series of steps that demand constant shipment monitoring, 

planning ahead, connectivity, and more. There might be hundreds of miles between the shipment and 

the customer—and hundreds of complications between the shipment and the house. Below are some 

of the major challenges that brands encounter when trying to set up their supply chains for success.
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Supply Chain Optimization

Cargo monitoring and tracking the condition (temperature, humidity, etc.)  

for spillage or unusual fall or forceful impact

Managing multiple Mobile Network Operators (MNO) relationships in different 

geographies

Predicting vehicle maintenance to avoid on-road failures, using weather 

systems to pre-plan, identifying optimum routes for delivery to planning multi-

modal transport for fast on-time deliveries

Handling transportation costs

Robust connectivity with zero trust for an end-to-end digitization across the 

supply chain and dispatch points

Irrespective of the success of your acquisition 
strategies, sales tactics, or the number of closed 
deals, the supply chain can make or break your 
enterprise. It acts as the backbone of your 
operations and needs to be taken care of well.

So, the sale has successfully gone through. However, it is not the end. It is a new beginning. 

The beginning of the most crucial part of the story—the delivery.


The customer has displayed their trust for your brand by choosing a product, and they have committed 

to it by ordering—and maybe even paying for it online. Be it a birthday gift or a daily consumable, the 

order is important for the customer—so is the fact that it must reach them when they need it, in the 

perfect condition. Even during a high seasonal spike, your customers are always expecting you to 

deliver without fail.


This final stage also holds the potential to single-handedly transform the customer experience. No 

matter how seamless, and proficient the process of exploring till purchasing has been, a late delivery can 

negatively impact your brand’s image, and make you lose out on a substantial chunk of customers. 

As the customer awaits, you have the world to fight—traffic, weather changes, 

unplanned downtimes, technical failures, driver delays, and more.



How do you ensure the delivery is executed perfectly?



The answer lies in supply chain optimization.




Optimizing Supply Chains, For Your Big Day, Every Day!

With solutions designed to cater to every aspect of your supply chain—people, processes, 

technology, and network—we at Tata Communications make sure the shipment reaches your 

customer in the time they need it, in the condition you can be proud of. In a global supply 

situation, this calls for end-to-end visibility across global supply chains.
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Tata Communications MOVE™ provides global 

virtual private mobile network to support your 

digital transformation strategy. It provides 

connectivity to help track the location and 

condition of cargo, improve efficiency and 

enhance capacity utilization. With effective fleet 

management solutions, integrated with 

warehouse automation, MOVE™ can also help to 

establish a private-LTE or Private 5G network to 

create your own controlled network 

environment. Leveraging a combination of 

mobile and cloud connectivity, MOVE™ uses IoT 

in supply chain management to automate 

logistics and incorporates the functions needed 

for IoT lifecycle management for connected 

assets. 

Managed network services help fulfil the intelligent connectivity requirements your supply 

chain needs, providing options to enable Edge computing for local processing of data—so that 

you can derive actionable insights into operations.

‘Zero Trust’ is a network security model, based 

on a strict identity verification process. The 

idea is that only authenticated and authorized 

users and devices can access specific 

applications and data. With zero trust, 

applications and users are protected from 

advanced security threats on the Internet – 

specially relevant for payment ecosystem. 


  


The NetFoundry zero trust architecture is 

highly scalable, so that it can serve potentially 

millions of PoS devices. It is also, extensible 

with an API forward approach and can support 

a complex mixture of software applications and 

heterogenous systems.


 


The solution secures communication with zero 

trust networking between sensors and 

controllers inside the machines and outside to 

cloud infrastructure for several business 

software applications including business tools, 

M/L Inferencing, and AWS IoT Core.


Managed network services along with global VPN 

Tata Communications MOVE™ Zero Trust & NetFoundry
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The infographic shows how the retailers leveraged our solutions like Tata Communications MOVE™ 
and managed networks to gain real-time insights into the shipment across the supply chain 
(warehouse, factory, suppliers, distributors), better manage transport costs, and optimise every 
stage of the supply chain.

Network Connectivity (GVPN)


Usecase: Integrated Supply Chain Operations

A global retailer is looking for a complete managed solution that can help them to strengthen their 
supply chain distribution.

Network enabling seamless supply 
chain connectivity

Movement of goods & inventory across the supply 
chain (warehouse, factory, suppliers, distributors) 


Ù Track distancÍ
Ù Track locatioÉ
Ù Track temperature of goods

Ù In-transit monitorinâ
Ù Geofence restricted 

movement

Edge computing for 
Local data processing 


Monitor inventory by suppliers, distributors

LPWA Network


Manage transport costs


Secure & Robust 
Connectivity

Warehouse

(Distribution Centre)


Factory 

(Production Facility)

Tata Communications TechnologiesI
H Managed Network ServiceZ
H Global VPT
H MOVE™ Solution

MOVE™

Learn More

https://www.tatacommunications.com/retail/digital-supply-chain/?UTM_campaign=Retail&UTM_content=RetailEbook


The Impact, A Smooth Day, Every Day For The Supply Chain!

With operations that you have deep insight into, vendors you are seamlessly connected to, shipments 

you can track, and incidents you can plan for, your supply chain becomes optimized, churning like a 

well-oiled machine to ensure every order delivery results in a good customer experience.
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With Tata Communications as your trusted partner, you gain:

The ability to handle unplanned delivery roadblocks and capability to optimize 

vendor base, distributor network, & warehouse 

24/7 visibility and access to information for customers with less time wasted 

expediting goods

Faster freight booking and automated processes to enhance the customer 

experience, as well as reducing billing errors associated with manual order 

processing and invoicing

Online portal and dashboard to manage all your connections – existing or new – 

using a single interface

Real-time tracking, to monitor the location as well as the condition of freight.



Now, the retail cycle triggered with intent gets completed with delivery. As you have seen, 

throughout the storyline of the sale, every single stage is crucial to the user experience, right 

from ordering to receiving the shipment.

We believe that a satisfied customer is at the heart of every successful business. When you choose 

us, you choose the philosophy of going above and beyond to ensure the customer experience is 

exceptional—no matter the product or the purchase.



When you choose us, we make sure that you meet their expectations every single time, and shape a 

big day, every day, for them, as well as for your retail business.
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Conclusion

Customer loyalty 

Repeat business 

Accelerated revenue

Positive user sentiment

Positive user recommendations

At TATA Communications, we help retailers like you synchronize the cycle by focusing on 

the four essentials that can bulletproof your process, ensuring your customer is happy at 

every stage. We facilitate the ease to enable a smooth, hassle-free journey for the 

customer. When customers are happy, your business thrives. Therefore, a seamless user 

experience not only drives more traffic to your website but also ensures:



Contact Us

About Tata Communications

Tata Communications is a leading Digital Ecosystem Enabler that powers today’s 


fast-growing digital economy. 



The company’s customers represent 300 of the Fortune 500 whose digital 

transformation journeys are enabled by its portfolio of integrated, globally managed 

services that deliver local customer experiences. Through its network, cloud, mobility, 

Internet of Things (IoT), collaboration and security services, Tata Communications 

carries around 30% of the world’s internet routes, and connects businesses to 60% of 

the world’s cloud giants and 4 out of 5 mobile subscribers. 



The company’s capabilities are underpinned by its global network, which is the 

world’s largest wholly owned subsea fibre backbone and a Tier-1 IP network. 



Tata Communications Limited is listed on the Bombay Stock Exchange and the 

National Stock Exchange of India, and it serves customers in more than 200 countries 

and territories worldwide through its technology capabilities and partnerships.

For more information, visit us at www.tatacommunications.com
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